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The 2008 Oxfordshire Letting
Market – Quarter 1 Review
2008 sees the Oxfordshire
letting market in rude health
so far.
The countyʼs inherent letting strengths (two
universities, low unemployment, great schools,
strong engineering and technology clusters,
close to London and Heathrow) have so far
proved greater than growing fears about
recession and ʻstagflationʼ. ʻFailed salesʼ have
grown letting stock, but fears of buying in a
falling market and the reduction of easilyavailable mortgages have bolstered applicant
demand.
This Quarter 1 Review is drawn from 500 lets
negotiated by Finders Keepers between 1st
January and 31st March from our 8 offices
across Oxfordshire:
Student letting booming
FK Student Letting let 93% of its stock in
the first quarter of 2008 for tenancies to
start in September, compared with 75% in
2007 – an incredible result. Students are
increasingly willing to pay good rents for smart,
well-furnished homes (Photo 1). They want
professional service and to be treated as valued
customers, rather than dismissed as ʻstudentsʼ.
HMO regulation has added to the agentʼs
workload but not stifled the market so far.
ʻFailed salesʼ creating more stock
Weak offers are persuading some sellers to gain
income via letting rather than persisting with
empty, unsold property (See sidebar).
Strong demand for smaller flats
Slowing sales and larger deposits are scaring
first-time buyers, driving demand for smaller
flats. Our Bicester manager Paul Rushworth
says “they fly out of the door.” For example a
range of 2 bedroom flats in Langford Village
at around £650 (all rents monthly). Similarly in
Oxford, the new Decorum-furnished Vaughan
Williams House development of seven, stunning
new 1 bedroom flats let for between £925£1500 within days of completion.
Sexy, new flats achieving great rents
In 2008, more than anything, applicants want
brand new, high-spec, beautifully furnished flats.
They want to be the first to sleep in the bed and
use the shower, and they will pay for it. These
applicants are not just high quality corporate
tenants but also local professionals wanting a

glamorous home. The proof: since January we
have let 15 apartments in the dramatic Fettlers
House and Foundry House on the canal in
Jericho for between £1300-£3500 (Photos
2&3). A beautiful, smart unfurnished 2 bedroom
house off Beaumont Street, Oxford, let for
£1695 four months ahead of the move-in date.
Banbury hectic in January
Banbury has its own letting micro-climate with
January one of the yearʼs busiest times. We
let 30 properties in the month with another 38
extensions – high numbers indeed. Rents above
£600 on 2 bedroom Banbury flats may not
grab headlines, but gaining £635 for several
flats on Alma Road represents good, honest
productive letting. A well-renovated 2 bedroom
barn conversion in Shutford, Banbury, just let for
£1550, represents the market outside the town
(Photo 4).
A shortage of family property
A perennial issue. Planning policy promotes flats
not houses in Oxfordshire, perhaps a subject for
greater debate elsewhere. One family wanted
to avoid the summer family house stampede and
took a 4 bedroom home in North Fawley for
August at £1650 - six months in advance (Photo
5). Large North Oxford houses remain our
applicantsʼ priority.
Investors still buying
Investors are looking to us for advice and
guidance during this complex sales market.
Volumes are lower, but we are still purchasing
property for investors. Common traits seem to
be lower-gearing and at least a medium-term
view. After a tip-off from one of our reliable
contacts, we negotiated a 10% discount on a 2
bedroom North Oxford flat for a client.
However, although rents are increasing over
4% on average year-on-year, we are not naïve.
Tenants staying put and extending their leases
increased by almost 5% in Quarter 1, a sign
of more people sitting tight. Also, in areas of
significant investment property, letting ingenuity
is essential. At Jacobʼs Mill and Madeley Park
in Witney only immaculate presentation and
clever negotiation will currently gain the £750
landlords expect for 2 bedroom flats.

Looking ahead to Quarter 2
For the past 36 years, April, May and June
have seen increased letting demand in

Oxfordshire, building to a July peak. This is
especially true in Oxford which can become
quite frenzied (or “a highly educated bunfight”
as one of our more eloquent tenants put it).
This year as we head into summer, our minds
are on the UKʼs broader economy, sudden
reductions in mortgage supply and that elusive
thing called ʻconsumer confidenceʼ.
While it is reasonable to expect economic fears
to grow and the sales market to stall further,
we do not currently anticipate major shifts
in the balance of supply and demand in the
Oxfordshire letting market. For reasons outlined
earlier, buyersʼ fears are currently an asset to
landlords. As we go to press we have not had
significant numbers of clients indicating they will
divest their portfolios due to changes in capital
gains regulation. Therefore we expect the usual
spike in letting demand towards the end of
Quarter 2 and for the positive market conditions
to continue.

Struggling to sell? Let instead
We have helped a number of sellers gain income by
letting properties which struggled to sell...

St. Georges Manor

A 1 bedroom flat in St. Georges Manor, Sandford let for
£725 in one week after it sat for sale for months.

Bloxham

PS. Letting is about people
Spiritual guidance - at a check-in a new
tenant brought her pastor to carry out an
exorcism. A new take on ʻprofessionally
cleanedʼ indeed.
Not-so-green fingers - the tenants who
treated weeds on a lawn with ʻweed and
grass killerʼ and were surprised by the lawn
dying.
Best late rent excuse - “I canʼt pay today,
Iʼm off to Cheltenham races.” Letʼs hope he
had a win.

This 5 bedroom family home did not sell last autumn yet
we found good tenants paying £1595.

Steventon

We hope this Quarter 1 Review has been
of interest.
For specific market insight related to
you, contact one of our managers on the
numbers below or email
Q1Review@finders.co.uk with your details.

Likewise this 5 bedroom Steventon home failed to rouse
a buyer, yet we let it in 2 weeks for £1850 giving the
owner valuable income.

